
Build and User Guide for the Life Clock Mini – v1.1 PCB 

Getting Started 
Congratulations! This kit is culmination of the experience gained in developing the Life Clock, and making kits. I hope you 
enjoy building it as well as using it. Due to its size there is some fine work and close tolerances involved. Take your time, 
follow the instructions carefully. Moderately good  soldering skills are required and the ability to load Arduino sketches is 
much preferred. 
 
More information on the Life Clock Mini can be found at Denver DIY Kits.  

General tips: 

 "Sometimes just a few hours of trial and error debugging can save minutes of reading instructions."  
Solder the right part, the right way, the first time. Parts can be very hard to unsolder. . 

 Use the Build Sequence and Parts List. It describes the part orientation and options as you go.  

 Use the assembly pictures and the board layout and schematic (Appendix I) to help you. 

 Take your time! It takes several hours to build this kit.  
 
When you solder, start with a good iron, with a good tip that's freshly tinned. Solder the joint so that you have a nice round 
dot that stays inside the darker green. Do not use too much solder, and add enough heat for a good flow. The holes are 
plated through, so don’t worry about getting solder up to the top of the board. 
 
A “3

rd
 hand” with a piece of solder in one of the alligator clips can be handy when tacking in IC sockets, etc. 

 
I do not recommend using lead free solder for the kit. In my experience, it makes parts even harder to unsolder, and 
more heat is needed which may damage the pads. 
 

Build sequence and startup: 
These steps will take you through building and starting up your kit for the first time. Please follow all of these steps. 

Step 1 – Build the Matrix Boards:  
This kit is designed to work with two matrix boards supplied.  
(Additional matrix boards could be added to make a longer display. At least 4 can be driven by the software, however the 2 supplied make a very 
readable display.)  
 
Assemble the matrix boards as follows. Refer to the pictures below as you work. 

 Remove the displays from the packages and solder the two 8 pin female headers to each matrix board. See picture 

 Orientate the board as shown below. Note "IN" and "OUT" on bottom. 

 Solder the 5 jumpers, included in the kit, to the pins on the center of the board. Adjust the lineup after soldering 
the first jumper. Keep the boards tight against each other and to keep the jumpers close to the board for 
clearance. See picture Trim the jumper wires that stick up on the top of the board.  

 Solder the two 5 pin male connectors to the bottom of the boards. One on each edge. (Solder from the top.) 

 Install the LED matrix on the boards. Note pins are easy to bend. The print ("1088AS") is toward the top of the 
board. See picture 

 

matrix headers installed                   jumpers between boards & male headers added                                          matrices installed      

https://sites.google.com/site/denverdiykits/


Step 2 - Building the Kit: 
Use the following table on the next page as your guide to building this kit. Its approach is to build the board by height – 
starting with the shortest components. It's easier to work on a board that lays flat and holds the parts in place when you 
flip it over to solder. While working, refer to images on the page after the table to double check orientations of parts, etc. 
 

Build Sequence and Parts List for v1.1 Life Clock Mini 

Ref # Qty Value Description                        Notes                     polarized? -> Y
N 

PCB 1 v1.1 2.5” x 1.2” (~6.4 x 3.0 cm) Orientation: SPKR circle is on the top of the board. -- 

R1 1 100Ω ▐▐▐ BN,BK,BN  (bend leads right at the body ) N 

R2 / R3 2 4.7kΩ ▐▐▐ YL,VT,RD  N 

machine pin 
headers 

4 female 
2x 12 pin 
2x 2 pin 

Solder the two 12 pin, and two 2 pin, female headers to the board. It is 
important to push these headers all the way into the board. The black 
plastic strip should contact the board. The two 2 pin female headers are 
installed just below the upper 12 pin header. See pictures. Trim the pins on 
the bottom of the board. 

N 

XTL 1 32.768kHz watch crystal Leave leads long enough to bend over and lie flat. See pictures. N 

C1 1 .1uF #104 ceramic capacitor blue N 

socket 2 8 pin 
IC socket polarity: upper socket - notch right / lower socket -  notch on left 

It is best to insert them both and then solder them in. 
Y 

C2 1 2.2 uF electrolytic capacitor polarity: "-" stripe or shorter lead left. Y 

C3 1 4.7uF electrolytic capacitor polarity: "-" stripe or shorter lead right. Y 

header 2 5 pin fem. matrix headers one on left edge and one on right edge N 

speaker 1 AC1205G  40Ω speaker Note: install with pins vertical in vertical pads. Not critical, but "+" down..  N 

The next 2 parts install on the bottom of the board. The left side is now the side with the battery. 

BATT 
Holder 

1 12mm for CR1225 battery 

Before soldering – cover the center contact with solder to form a slight 
bulge. This makes better contact with the battery. With the open side 
towards the bottom of the board, solder the two tabs that fit in the holes in 
the board.  

Y 

USB female 
socket 

1 mini - female 
supplies 5V power to the 

board 

This needs to be mounted on an upward angle so that the thick part of the 
USB plug will clear. Plug a USB cable in to get the idea. See pictures.. 
Suggestion: Put a small object under open side to keep the angle. Solder 
the 3 small pins on the right side first. The turn the board over and solder all 
9 pads. The 4 larger pads provide mechanical support for the socket. 

Y 

Now install the socketed components . . . 

IC1 1 DS1307 Real Time Clock lower 8 pin socket Bend pins inward a bit.  polarity: Notch left Y 

IC2 1 24LC256 EEPROM upper 8 pin socket Bend pins inward a bit.  polarity: Notch right Y 

battery 1 CR1225 for RTC slide into battery holder on bottom with + side up Y 

IR sensor 1 38kHz 
similar to TSOP4838 Can be mounted on top of board (bulge faces out) but with a close fitting 

case it should be extended with wires as shown.  
Y 

 
Assembly Images: 

 

                       note IR extended to the case 
 
 

 
 
 
 



Step 3 – Attach the Headers to the Pro Mini board:  
To keep the Pro Mini as close to the board as possible, but still allow it to be removed, machine pin headers are used. 
Even so, there is very little clearance for the matrix that mounts above it. Use the steps below to mount the Pro Mini using 
the headers. Refer to the images below and above as you work. 
 

1. Insert the two 12 pin, and two 2 pin, male headers into the four female headers on the board. The thinner 
pins with cone shaped bottoms go into the female header. Then place the Pro Mini on top these headers with the 
Reset button towards the center of the board. Make sure all 28 pins go into the pads on the Pro Mini. (It may be 
easier to start by  inserting the top row with the 4 extra pins into the Pro Mini first). Make sure the Pro Mini is 
seated all the way down on the pins. Solder all 28 pins. Don't forget the 2 pin headers. It shouldn't be necessary 
to trim the pins on the top of the Pro Mini, but if you do - careful, trimmings are small. 

2. Solder the FTDI / GPS header to the Pro Mini. This is the male header with 6 long pins.  It is soldered to Pro 
Mini but will not be soldered to the board. (The pins will pass through the holes on the board). To do this, remove 
the Pro Mini and drop the header into the 6 holes from the top of LifeClock board. Let it fall all the way down to the 
plastic. Then install the Pro Mini onto its headers and let the 6 pins go through the 6 holes in the Pro Mini. Finally, 
solder from the top of the Pro Mini and clip the excess leads on top, but not the leads that pass through the board. 
(The FTDI boards plugs into these for programming.) 

3. Add a piece of electrical tape over the Pro Mini to prevent any possible shorts with the display. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

Step 4 – Inspect and Clean the board: 
Have a look at the bottom of the board to make sure all connections are soldered. 
 
If you clean the board of excess flux, do not get solvent in the speaker hole. At a minimum, it’s a good idea to brush the 
bottom of the board with an old toothbrush to remove any solder dust when you’re finished soldering. 
 

Step 5 - Mating the Boards 
Install the Pro Mini to the board. (Don't forget the tape on top.) 
 
With the clock board standing up, the two 5 pin female 
headers should mate with the male pins you soldered to the 
back of the matrix boards. Note that printing on the matrix 
boards will be upside down and the print ("1088AS") on the 
matrices will face down. 
 
On the v1.1 PCB only one standoff can be added to the upper 
right corner. (This was an unexpected consequence of making 
room on the other side of the board. Sorry.) Mount the 
standoff to the board and matrix with the screws provided. 
You will have to remove the matrices from the matrix boards 
to screw it into the standoff. Careful,  pins are easy to bend. 



 

Step 6 - Power On (finally!) 
The Life Clock Mini was designed to be powered with a 5V "wall wart". Do not exceed 5.5V! Most wall chargers for 
phones will work nicely. Plug one in! 
 
The microprocessor is already programmed, and the EEPROM is already loaded, so you should see the Life Clock begin 
to work. You will hear a little tune (007!) and see a display pattern. After that it will go into its display routine. If you don't 
see the display routine, it's likely that the clock is in "night mode" since the time is not set yet. (Or you're working late!) 

Step 7 – User Setup: 
It's likely that the first thing you will want to do is to set the time. Information on the time setting menu is in Appendix II. 
There is a handy trick when doing this for the first time. Since the clock was never set, the year may be in the 90's. Rather 
than lowering the year with the left arrow key, raise the year until "100" and the year will go back to "15". (The same idea is 

true for other settings, but they will take you back to the middle of the range - i.e. >60 min = 30, >12 months = 6, etc.) 
 
Another area you may wish to customize at some point are the literals (i.e. "Sunday") and the Reminders (birthdays, etc.) 
This information is stored in the external EEPROM on the Life Clock board. A separate sketch - LifeClock_EEPROM_Loader -  
is used to load it into the EEPROM.  You can use it to modify the defaults.  Appendix III and the comments in the sketch 
should give you the information you need. 
 
You will probably also want to modify the sketch to fit with your location and preferences. This is easily done with the 
#defines at the start of the sketch. The most important of these are: 
 

 NMBR_MATRIX    2                // The number of matrices chained together - 4 max tested 

 HR24           false            // 24 hour clock and DDMMYY if true 

 LATITUDE       39.7139          // IF NO GPS AND SUNRISE_SET true: enter your latitude 

 LONGITUDE      -104.98          // IF NO GPS AND SUNRISE_SET true: enter your longitude 

 TIME_ZONE      -7               // IF NO GPS AND SUNRISE_SET true: your time zone  

 GPS_USED       false            // U-blox 6 GPS used to set the RTC 

 
If you are using a GPS, latitude and longitude will come from the GPS along with the time, and the time zone is set 
through the menu. Other user defines such as auto-DST and alarms are also at the beginning of the sketch and are 
commented as to their use. Appendix III will help you with loading the software, and details on adding a GPS is covered in 
Appendix IV. 
 

Enjoy the kit! 



Operation 
This is just to give you a general idea of the operation of the Life Clock. 

There are two modes when running – “day mode” and “night mode”. These modes begin and end at times based on user 

defines. 

In day mode, the clock cycles through showing the time, sunrise and set, phase of the moon, and the game of Life. Every 

‘n’ number of cycles (user defined) it also displays any reminders, and days to the next full moon.  During day mode the 

chime on the hour (if user define set). 

In night mode, the display dims and only the time will periodically display. The interval is also set with a user define. 

An alarm can be set that will only sound on Monday – Friday.  

Of course the sketch can be easily modified to meet your particular taste. If you have a nice new feature, let me know, it 

may get rolled into the next release. 

Technical Notes: 

Here are a few things that will make the functionality of the Life Clock easier to understand.  

Driving the matrix: 

I used the LedControl library but modified it to use hardware SPI for faster output. The modified library is called 

LedControlSPI and in included in the library package 

Using EEPROM: 

The Life Clock uses a lot of literals. In addition an led matrix requires a font. These would never fit in the RAM on the 

Arduino. So literals and fonts are stored on an external EEPROM and called by the program when needed. The 

LifeClock_EEPROM_Loader is used to initially load the EEPROM. 

Conway's game of "Life": 

If you’re not familiar with this game, it has an interesting history. Briefly, a cell is "born" if it has 3 neighbors, stays alive if it 

has 2 or 3 living neighbors, and dies otherwise. To begin, a random pattern of “cells” is put up which then follows those 

rules for each generation. The display wraps from top to bottom and from right to left.  

By default, a maximum of 100 generations is displayed (set by #define MAXGEN). If the “colony” makes it that far, the 

game will end with a stripe display. If the colony dies before then, all rows on the matrix will light. The colony can also 

become “static” where each generation is the same. In this case the matrix will also light all rows. 



 

Appendix I – Board and Schematic 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix II – The Time Set Menu 
An IR remote is needed to access the menu system. The kit includes a mini IR remote that uses the NEC protocol. The 
remote supplied is “ready to go” without the need to pair the remote with the kit. (Remove the plastic battery protector 
before using the remote.) 
 

Function of Keys on the Remote 

The functions for the various keys on the remote are as follows: 
 

– Enters menu system. You will then be prompted to press the + key.  

 

 

- Moves down to the next menu option, or up to the previous menu option. 

 

  

>> – Increments the value already set for the current option. 

 

 

<< – Decrements the value already set for the current option. 

 

  

- Displays time and date, and exits the menu. 

 

 
All other keys on the remote are not used. 

 

 

Operation: 

Note: Florescent lights may cause interference with the IR sensor if it is directly under them. Signs of this are difficulty 
reading the remote, and a "gurgle" from the speaker rather than a nice tone. 
 
You enter the menu with the Menu key. If text is being scrolled you will not enter the menu immediately, but you will at 
some point. The best time to press the menu key is during the Game of Life or when the display is blank. You will hear a 
loud beep when you enter the menu and be prompted to press the + key. An unrecognized key (or occasionally a misread 
key) will produce a long low tone. 
 
Use the + and - keys to move through the menu. The current setting will display in red. Change the setting with the left or 
right arrow. The new setting will display in orange. If you don't change a setting, the current setting remains the same. 
 
It's good to know that changes are immediate. So, for example, when you change minutes, the clock is adjusted 
immediately. This means that you can quit the menu at any point and what you have changed will be in effect. 
 
Pressing the red power button will display the time and date and exit the menu. If you do not use the remote for one 
minute, the menu will automatically exit. 
 
Pressing keys that are not used will make a soft beep. 
 
The day of the week is calculated automatically. 
 
The time zone menu option will only appear if the user define for GPS is true. Otherwise, the time zone, (and latitude and 
longitude)  are set in the user defines.  The left arrow will take you into negative time zones. You can also set the time, but 
it will be overridden with the first sync of the GPS. Changing the time zone will not change the clock, however, the clock 
will set to the new time zone the next time the GPS syncs. 
 
If you go out of range with left or right arrow (i.e. minute > 60) the menu will usually go to mid-range (i.e. minute = 30). An 
exception is the year which will go to 15. This can be handy when you first set the clock and the year is 99! Simply press 
the right arrow and it will set to 15. It's a lot easier to change it from there! 
 
 



Appendix III – Life Clock Mini Software 
 
Note: These instructions are based on the Arduino IDE release 1.0.6. The sketch is also compiles and runs with 1.6.x 
versions of the IDE. 
 
The Life Clock sketch uses several libraries that are not too common and some libraries were also modified. For example  
the LedControl library was modified to use hardware SPI so that multiple matrices could be supported. To make it easier 
to get started, a zip file with all the libraries used is available here. 
 
The Life Clock Mini sketch and the LifeClock_EEPROM_Loader sketch are zipped together and available here. 
 
After downloading and unzipping each package to a temporary folder, put the contents of the zip into the locations 
highlighted in yellow below. Please note that the libraries go into your "sketchbook" folder - not the libraries folder in the 
IDE. 

 
Sketchbook 

LifeClock_vnn <<<<<< Life Clock sketch folder - (sketch name will be similar) 
<<<<< files under the sketch 

LifeClock_EEPROM_Loader <<<<<<  the EEPROM loader sketch 
<<<<< files under the sketch 

(your other sketches) 
 
libraries    <<<< same level as sketches! (make this folder if not present) 

DS1307RTC <<<< The unzipped folders from GeigerKitPlus Libraries.zip go here 
LedControl 
LedControlSPI 
Time . 
TimedAction 
TimeLord 
TinyGPS 
+ more                        (any other library folders you may have) 

(any other sketch folders) 

 
 
After installing the libraries and sketch, connect your FTDI cable and start the Arduino IDE. Then go to Tools >> Board 
and select "Arduino Pro or Pro Mini...". Make sure your Serial Port is set correctly. You should then be able to load the 
Life Clock sketch, compile, and upload it.  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/icnxb5olsy732t6/LCminiLibraries.zip?dl=1
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ekvmn87jxrm55w9/LifeClock_Mini_r1.zip?dl=1


Appendix IV – Adding a GPS 
 
Note: You will have to set GPS_USED to true in the sketch before using the GPS. 
 
Adding a GPS will keep your clock perfectly set. After you set the time zone you should no longer need the menu. The U-
blox 6 is a very low cost GPS, so I recommend trying one. 
 
In my experience, the U-blox 6 does a good job getting a fix indoors. I even get  a fix, (after a while) in a basement. Keep 
in mind that in less than ideal locations, your ability to get a fix may vary throughout the day.  But don't worry too much if 
your GPS looses it's fix occasionally. Even if your GPS connects once a week or longer, the RTC will keep your clock set 
accurately. 

Getting a GPS: 

The U-blox 6 was chosen because of its low cost and its ability to be polled. Polling is important in this application due to 
the relatively long periods before serial data can be read. 
 
eBay is a good source for this GPS. I used this seller but there are many. Steer clear of sellers that say U-blox but don't 
have the U-blox logo on the module. 

Connecting the GPS: 

 The GPS is connected to the FTDI connector on the Life Clock Mini board as 
shown on the right. Pin outs on the GPS may vary depending on the exact 
module. Note that Tx and Rx are crossed. The 4 GPS pins go to the 4 center 
pins of the FTDI connector. 
 
The LED on the GPS will blink when it has a fix. 
 
Be sure to set the time zone for your location in the menu (see Appendix II). 
Changing the time zone will not immediately change the clock, however, the 
clock will set to the new time zone the next time the GPS syncs. 

Operation: 

The U-blox 6 is initialized with all messages off and it is polled for the RMC sentence. The time is set by GPS, once at 
startup, and then each hour.  
 
The status of the GPS time sync is shown during idle periods when in day mode. The led in the lower right corner lights to 
indicate the last sync was successful. 
 
It may take several loops before the GPS sets the time. It should eventually sync though. A good way to test is to change 
time to a bad value using the menu. Then check to see that the time has been corrected. 
 
Again, don't worry too much if your GPS looses it's fix occasionally. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.ebay.com/itm/261683060888?_trksid=p2059210.m2749.l2649&ssPageName=STRK%3AMEBIDX%3AIT

